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Run
(Run)
Run
Oh yeah
Hey

What you gonna do
When life hits at ya fast
Nobody can expect it
Some of us don't really want it
But it's time like these when you
Wanna get out of this chaos
No, I don't wanna see you sad
Cause it will be way too bad (for me)

It's pouring rain
But the sun is blinding
And you've lost almost every tear you could cry
Well, it feels like it
But they're still their

Run
We can run to the ends of the earth
We can run for all our lives
But no matter what happens
I stay in love with you, baby
Let us all run, yeah
Run to where we can be together
Run to where I can be your shelter from the pain
And it doesn't matter what happens
Cause I'll still stay in love with you

Run
Run as if we had a choice
Run while you have my shoulder to cry on
Cause I will be there to cheer you up
And we'll be together
Let us all run, oh
Run to cover us from the rain
Run to where you're never coming down
And it doesn't make a difference
Because we'll be together
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Even if you can't hear my voice
I'll be right beside you
Cause all the sadness
Might be a doorway to happiness
And being different
Might not be so different
Cause everytime I look at you
I know that we will (be okay)

It's pouring rain (Rain)
But the sun is blinding
And you've lost almost every tear you could cry (Cry)
Well, it feels like it
But they're still their (Noooo)

Run (Run)
We can run to the ends of the earth (Oh)
We can run for all our lives (Oh, Oh)
But no matter what happens
I stay in love with you, baby (I stay in love)
Let us all run, yeah (Run)
Run to where we can be together (Where)
Run to where I can be your shelter from the pain
And it doesn't matter what happens (Cause I will)
Cause I'll still stay in love with you (baby)

Run (Run)
Run as if we had a choice (As if you had a choice)
Run while you have my shoulder to cry on
Cause I will be there to cheer you up (I will be there)
And we'll be together
Let us all run, oh (Yeah)
Run to cover us from the rain (Hmmmm)
Run to where you're never coming down (You're never
coming down)
And it doesn't make a difference
Because we'll be together (We'll be together)

We'll run for our lives
I understand that
I can hardly speak
And I understand
Why you can't
Raise your voice to say:
Let's run

And to think I might not see your eyes
Makes it so hard not to cry
And as we say goodbye
I can't help but do it



But I don't understand
Why you can't raise your voice to say:
Let us run
Run
Laahooo... 

It's pouring rain
But the sun is blinding (Sun is blinding)
And you've lost almost every tear you could cry
Well, it feels like it
But they're still their
Yeah, they're still here

Run (Ohhhhhhhhhh)
We can run to the ends of the earth (Ooh, Yeah Yeah)
We can run for all our lives
But no matter what happens (Let's run for our lives)
I stay in love with you, baby (Oh baby)
Let us all run, yeah (Oh)
Run to where we can be together
Run to where I can be your shelter from the pain (Run to
where we'll be together)
And it doesn't matter what happens (Even if you can't
hear my voice)
Cause I'll still stay in love with you

Run (Yeah ah yeah)
Run as if we had a choice
Run while you have my shoulder to cry on (No no no)
Cause I will be there to cheer you up (Always)
And we'll be together (Doesn't matter what happens)
Let us all run, oh (Run)
Run to cover us from the rain
Run to where you're never coming down (oooooooh)
And it doesn't make a difference (We can run for our
lives)
Because we'll be together (And I'll stay in love with you
baby)

Don't forget about me
I won't forget about you
When it's for real
It's forever
But can still run...
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